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1  | TIME TR AVEL

Discussions of logical, metaphysical and physical problems for time travel abound. Rarer are discussions of evi-
dential problems for time travel. Richmond (2010a) claims evidence derived from past- derived parahistorical arte-
facts, as a supplement to testimonial or predictive evidence for time travel, either disintegrates under the impact 
of contradictory indicators or collapses into testimonial evidence. This paper claims future artefacts are more 
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Abstract
In 1987, Roy Sorensen coined the term “parahistory” to 
denote the hypothetical study of evidence retrieved via 
time travel. Parahistory would thus stand to history rather 
as parapsychology does to psychology; studying data (in 
this case artefacts) that are obtained in ways unrecognised 
by orthodox science. This paper considers future- derived 
parahistorical artefacts. Past/future asymmetries threaten 
irresolvable problems in calibrating future objects' peri-
ods, in dating future artefacts and insulating them from 
causal loops. In turn, causal loop objects at best cannot 
be non- arbitrarily dated at all and at worst, cannot even 
be artefacts. Even if there can be evidence for travel from 
the future, any such evidence that appeals to future arte-
facts faces pervasive difficulties and is very unlikely to be 
compelling.
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2  |    RICHMOND

evidentially problematic than past ones. Any evidence for time travel based solely on future artefacts would face 
such pervasive problems that it is very unlikely to be compelling.

Time travel was best defined by Lewis (1976, p. 145):

Inevitably, [time travel] involves discrepancy between time and time. Any traveler departs and then 
arrives at his destination; the time elapsed from departure to arrival (positive, or perhaps zero) is the 
duration of the journey. But if he is a time traveler, the separation in time between departure and 
arrival does not equal the duration of the journey.

Lewis (1976) distinguishes “personal time” from “external time”: respectively, time registered in travellers' 
reference- frames and time registered in the world at large (or suitably inclusive subset thereof). Personal time re-
flects the most salient way to group traveller stages so (e.g.) travellers age properly and accumulate memory- traces 
correctly. “Personal” time is not necessarily psychological or phenomenological— in that sense, Lewis's (1976, p. 146) 
name is misleading. Better is MacBeath's (1982, p. 406) “particular time” (i.e. time particular to the travelling object), 
which helpfully emphasises that non- personal systems too have their own associated times. However, “personal time” 
has stuck so please remember ‘personal time’ for inanimate objects is not the contradiction in terms it may sound. 
Anything journeying with the traveller will necessarily share duration with the traveller's personal time. Time travel, 
like any travel, requires that travellers have continuous causal histories throughout the journey: if X and Y are not 
causally continuous, they cannot be parts of the same traveller, no matter how similar they may otherwise be.

Necessary and sufficient for Lewisian time travel is discrepancy between personal and external time. These 
discrepancies can arise in two ways, corresponding to forward and backward time travel. In forward time travel, 
external duration exceeds personal duration, e.g. if one spends five personal minutes travelling from 2022 to 
2516. In backward time travel, personal duration exceeds external duration. Lewis (1976) only canvasses cases 
with positive personal time but allows that external time can be negative.1 Backward time travel includes cases 
where arrival succeeds departure personally but precedes departure externally, e.g. spending five personal min-
utes travelling from 2022 to 1516. Whether forward or backward, genuine time travel should create discrepancies 
between external time and processes in personal time which are functionally linked to the traveller's persistence-  
and identity- conditions.2

Lewis claims time travel, forward or backward, can occur even in a single history— provided all events at 
the traveller's destination are consistent with events at the point of departure. (The logic of identity alone 
should imply this— in Lewis's system, the past that produced the traveller is numerically the same as the past 
in which the traveller arrives. Cf. Lewis, 1976, p. 150.) If Lewis is correct, multiple histories (or multidimen-
sional time) are not necessary to make logical sense of time travel. Furthermore, Lewis suspected that travel 
between different histories is not really time travel at all. (Cf. Lewis, 1976, p. 152.) This paper discusses only 
Lewisian time travel, so departure and arrival belong to the same consistent history. Lewis's (1976) principal 
aims stop with arguing for time travel's logical possibility; his argument implies no commitment whatsoever 

 1Oddly, Lewis's (1976, p. 145) definition allows backward time travel where personal and external duration are both positive. E.g. spending fifty 
personal years travelling to five external hours after departure counts as Lewisian backward time travel. Such cases threaten neither causal loops 
nor “Grandfather Paradoxes”. Overwhelmingly, philosophical and fictional examples feature journeys where personal duration is smaller than 
external. (Spending decades of personal time reaching a destination mere external hours away seems rather futile.) However, Malament- Hogarth 
(‘M- H’) spacetimes allow an observer to survey in finite time the entirety of a calculation that takes infinite time for its computational performer, 
(see Hogarth, 1994). If the computer's time is “personal”, M- H processes exhibit backward time travel by Lewis's (1976) definition. (Although 
Hogarth's cases do not require personal or external time ever to become negative.) “Backward time travel” henceforth denotes cases with positive 
(or zero) personal duration but negative external duration, i.e. journeys that end in external time before they began.

 2Discrepancies created via sleep, coma or cryogenic processes need not count as Lewisian time travel: “I'm not sure about cryogenic procedures. 
They slow down different processes to different degrees, and the rates of the fundamental atomic processes … are unchanged. So it's not clear to 
me that if we take a functional analysis of personal time … we get a discrepancy between personal and external time”, (Lewis in a letter of March 
29th 1977 to Jonathan Bennett, see Wasserman, 2018, p. 13).
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to time travel's physical possibility or empirical plausibility. Lewis (1976) implies appeals to consistency alone 
will not settle the status of time travel. One may accept the logical possibility of time travel and still think 
other considerations (metaphysical, physical or epistemic) militate heavily against the evidential plausibility of 
time travel. Indeed, Lewis (1976, p. 145) thought time travel worlds might differ markedly from the world we 
think we inhabit. One might accept Lewis's dissolution of traditional logical objections to time travel, i.e. think 
possible worlds can boast time travellers, and yet think time travel worlds are nomologically inaccessible from 
what we take to be our world.

2  | PA ST AND FUTURE PAR AHISTORY

Sorensen (1987, p. 230) coined “parahistory” to denote the hypothetical study of “the sundry stories, artifacts, 
and other miscellanea provided by … time travellers”. Parahistorical artefacts are thus objects from the past or 
future which are otherwise conventional in their origins but arrive in the here- and- now via time travel. (Not con-
sidered here are artefacts retrieved from alternative histories/parallel worlds etc.— partly because Lewis's one- 
world model is well- cited and intrinsically plausible but also because artefacts from other worlds/histories pose 
their own characteristic problems in assigning dates and origins.) Parahistorical artefacts need only travel one- way 
through time: forward for past artefacts; backward for future artefacts. However, present- day parahistorians who 
collect such artefacts must make two- way time journeys: backward and then forward when collecting past arte-
facts; forward then backward when collecting future artefacts. Assume parahistorians arrive in the present and 
offer retrieved artefacts as evidence to support claims to have time- travelled.

Parahistorical evidence must distinguish an artefact's “period indicators” from its “age indicators”: the for-
mer reflect the artefact's time of origin and the latter reflect how much elapsed time the artefact has regis-
tered since it came into existence. (See Richmond, 2010a, p. 371.) To a good approximation, period indicators 
track external time and age indicators track personal time. Hence, ceteris paribus, time- travelling objects 
should show collective divergences between period indicators and age indicators, just as they should show 
collective divergences between external time and personal time. Consider dating a newly- recovered classical 
amphora by comparing it with other amphorae of known provenance (period indicators) or by carbon- dating 
(age indicator). Age indicators and period indicators for non- parahistorical objects will generally coincide, al-
though age/period discrepancies can arise without time travel. For example, a 2022 pastiche Gainsborough 
canvas should show consistent but misleadingly “old” period indicators (e.g. brushwork, pigments, etc.) relative 
to age indicators (e.g. pollen traces, atmospheric pollutants, etc.). Alternatively, an object exposed to (e.g.) 
unusual quantities of neutrons might show more carbon- 14 than its period indicators alone would suggest and 
thus seem misleadingly “aged”.3 (See Currie, 2004.) Parahistorical past artefacts should show period indicators 
which are collectively “older” than their age indicators. A Chippendale cabinet made in 1766 but transported 
to 2022 in ten personal minutes should arrive with age indicators lagging c. 256 years behind period 
indicators.

Like all Lewisian travellers, future- derived parahistorical artefacts should have positive personal ages,4 com-
prised of the artefact's age when it was collected in the future plus any personal time spent travelling to now and 
any time subsequently spent in the present. However, such artefacts must arrive literally ahead of their (external) 
time, i.e. possess negative external ages. (An object transported from 2266 to 2022 arrives minus 244 years old in 

 3To address a referee's helpful query: this object need not have thereby time- travelled; it could suffer neutron bombardment without undergoing 
any travel, spatial or temporal, e. g. while at rest relative to, and registering the same personal time as, its surroundings.

 4Lewis (1976) only mentions positive or zero personal durations, i.e. does not discuss negative personal time. Physicists have considered negative 
proper time (see Modgil & Sahdev, 2001) but this may not map onto negative personal time. Daniels (2014) compares Lewisian personal time and 
relativistic proper time.
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external time.) Period indicators for past- derived parahistorical artefacts can be checked against conventionally- 
aged objects, i.e. ones that persisted into the present. However, where one could compare period indicators of a 
parahistorical time- transported cabinet from 1766 with its surviving, normally- aged contemporaries, no such 
causally- normal checks are possible for period indicators of cabinets made in 2266. Period- indicators for future- 
retrieved artefacts initially must be conjectural and gathering extended data about future period indicators risks 
causal loop problems (of which more anon). Contemporary experts can invoke many different signifiers when 
distinguishing eighteenth from twentieth century furniture, but might be at sea if asked to differentiate twenty- 
fifth century from twenty- second century furniture. Calibrating and chronologically ordering as- yet- unrealised 
trends in design and manufacture seems a tall order. Future artefacts could only be directly compared with other 
future artefacts, or with future- derived data.

3  | PAR AHISTORY BY VIE WING: THE “TIMESCOPE” PROBLEM

Imagine parahistorians can supplement artefactual data via a “timescope” that allows direct viewing of other 
times. Even direct viewing of the future seems unlikely to help parahistorians, at least initially, since any future- 
viewing timescope must first be calibrated against events that are not yet conventionally observed. An asymmetry 
with past parahistory looms: 1863- originating images from the Gettysburg Address could be checked against 
contemporary eye- witness testimony, written records, photographs, etc., independently of their use in calibrating 
a past- viewing timescope. However, calibrating a future- viewing timescope is harder, since no non- parahistorical 
viewing of, or artefact retrieval from, the future is possible. Past parahistory could supplement other means of 
studying the past; future parahistory is seemingly on its own and unsupported. Artefacts and timescope data 
might be mutually supporting but cannot be checked, jointly or severally, against conventional data. Here future 
parahistorians are in worse plight than past parahistorians or parapsychologists— any claims the latter make about 
(e.g.) remote viewing or telepathy can at least be checked through causally conventional channels. Furthermore, 
calibrating a future- viewing timescope risks causal loop problems (see below), e.g. if future- derived images help 
cause the future events viewed.

Can parahistorians be confident that future technology will be recognised as such?5 Imagine demonstrating 
a contemporary calculator to Ada Lovelace c. 1840. Although unlikely to accept claims of future origins, 
Lovelace should recognise that the machine performs computations, (albeit with a regularity and compactness 
they could only dream of achieving). Even if Lovelace could not grasp the calculator's mechanism, she should 
grasp its purpose. However, not all technology might be readily apprehensible as such by past observers: show 
Leonardo Da Vinci a helicopter and he would probably grasp the mechanism's “why” (although not its “how”); 
Leonardo shown a working oscilloscope might be equally bemused over ‘why’ and ‘how’ alike. At least oscillo-
scopes could be recognised as artefacts across broad swathes of history, even if their purpose remained ob-
scure at many of them. However, show Lovelace or Leonardo a cloned sheep and even its artificiality might 
escape them.

A parahistorian's audience must be prepared to countenance the nomological possibility of time travel but be 
able practically to rule out ordinary causal origins for the artefacts concerned. Hence they must also think alleged 
parahistorians cannot fake artefacts to any required degree of plausibility. Any photograph of the 80th birthday of a 
now 26- year- old film star seems more likely to spring from digital image- manipulation than time travel. A past/future 
asymmetry looms: where sixteenth century artisans could not fake twelfth century artefacts well enough to fool 
modern scientific investigation, perhaps relatively soon artefacts could be faked from any desired period well enough 

 5Parahistorians returned from technologically- distant futures might heed “Clarke's Third Law”: “Any sufficiently advanced technology is 
indistinguishable from magic”, (Clarke, 1962, 2nd edition 1973, p. 39, note). Demonstrating how future- retrieved technology might differ from 
contemporary magical artefacts or extra- terrestrial technology seems itself a non- trivial problem for parahistorians.
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to fool any likely detection. (Technology for fakery and technology for detection could run neck- and- neck for long 
periods of time.) Paradoxical as it sounds, too much technical élan from a traveller might encourage scepticism rather 
than belief. It might even pay to be a traveller from the past. H. G. Wells' (1895) Time Traveller may have performed 
a scientific wonder beyond our present understanding in constructing his machine but he would be hard pressed to 
produce convincingly fake radiocarbon dating traces.

4  | PAR ABIOLOGY

Wells' (1895) §12 poses a “parabiological” problem. When the Time Traveller returns to his native time (c. 1894), he 
brings with him, involuntarily, a pair of flowers thrust into his pocket in 802,701 AD. One of his hearers (the Medical 
Man) inspects the flowers, pronounces their gynoecia “odd” and confesses “I certainly don't know the natural order of 
these flowers” (Well 1895/1987 edition p. 88), before asking the Traveller “Where did you really get them?” (ibid.). In 
this case, the flowers' oddities are apparent yet the proffered time travel explanation is clearly (and understandably) 
found wanting. The Traveller's flowers may support (or weakly confirm) his story but do not prove it.

Perhaps introducing an 80- year- old future film star to her 27- year- old 2022 self might command greater 
evidential weight. Parahistorians might be better advised to retrieve, not future technology or newspapers, 
still less flora or fauna from millennia hence, but future stages of now- living persons who could be tested 
for genetic (and other) similarities with their present selves. If DNA testing reveals the “2075” 80- year- old is 
genetically identical with 2022's 27- year- old, this at least suggests both are stages of a single continuant per-
son. Two people 53 years apart in (physical) age being genetically identical by chance would involve a gigantic 
coincidence. Replies like “In my time, gene- therapies routinely overhaul a person's entire genetic make- up …” 
seem ad hoc and scientifically implausible. (It's also unclear what possible condition would require rewriting a 
person's DNA en bloc.)

But is time travel necessarily a compelling alternative explanation even in this case? Hardened time- travel sceptics 
might dismiss the “80- year- old” stage as a causally- normal, artificially- aged clone. Since it seems easier to produce 
a clone which is (or appears) physically younger than its original rather than vice versa, celebrity- retrieval from the 
future might be harder to dismiss than celebrity- retrieval from the past. However, still playing sceptic's advocate: per-
haps the younger person- stage was grown from a frozen embryo- twin of the older person- stage, or the 80- year- old 
person is the original DNA- source and the 26- year- old the clone. Maybe the original was kept secluded while the 
clone achieved celebrity, ready for a time travel hoax now. Contrived certainly, and scientifically beyond current (still 
more past) technology, but not totally impossible and such clones might still seem lesser marvels than time travel.

Biologists often find it convenient to use fruit flies (Drosophila melanogaster) for experimental breeding. (See 
Chiang & Hodson, 1950.) Suppose you travel forward and acquire a fruit fly of a strain as yet unevolved in 2022. 
You duly bring your future fly back to 2022 and present it to biologists to support your claims to be a successful 
time traveller. Problem: how to show your fly is a normally- evolved but temporally- displaced descendent of pres-
ent flies and not a temporally- normal mutant. (Again, calibrating period indicators for future living things suffers 
from a lack of causally- normal supporting evidence.) If any realistic possibility of causally- normal “contamination” 
remains then we would presumably prefer that hypothesis.

Causal quarantine for artificially- raised fruit flies seems much easier than causal quarantine for books, arte-
facts or (especially) ideas.6 Even if causal quarantine is achievable, it risks negating any evidential value in retrieval, 
especially if the later stage of the object/artefact must be kept hidden until its earlier self has arisen through ordi-
nary causal processes. If future artefacts are revealed before their independent invention, observers might think 

 6“Causal quarantine” simply means keeping specimens in isolation such that they cannot reproduce unobserved but also such that their distinctive 
information content (in the fruit- fly case, their DNA) cannot be copied and transmitted normally. While fruit- flies are unlike books in being directly 
self- replicating, they are also unlike books in that they cannot be printed, photocopied or circulated as files.
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the supposed ‘independent’ invention is nothing of the kind. However, if retrieved future objects are kept isolated 
until their originals are discovered, external observers might think both objects are contemporary outcomes of a 
common underlying cause. Imagine travelling back in time with aged photographs of the Wright brothers' first 
successful 1903 flight. Break cover in 1904 and convincing anyone the photographs aged normally but travelled 
backward seems hard. However, break cover in 1900, and sceptics might claim the Wrights' Flyer copied your 
photographs, not vice versa. Here, causal loops loom, i.e. self- encountering causal chains where an event is 
amongst its own causes.

5  | INFORMATION AND OBJEC T (C AUSAL) LOOPS

Future- artefact parahistory involves bringing objects back to periods before their invention. Lewis (1976, p. 148) 
suspects backward time travel will probably generate causal loops.7 Causal loops in turn can be information or 
object loops. (See MacBeath, 1982, pp. 428, 417.) Information loops occur if (e.g.) an object's different temporal 
stages exchange signals. An object loop literally evolves back into its earlier self.

In Lewis's (1976, p. 149) classic information- loop case, a time- traveller journeys into the past and gives his ear-
lier self instructions for building a time machine. Instructions duly followed, the traveler heads back into the past 
and gives his earlier self the original instructions. The instructions travel from later self to earlier via telephone 
and persist from earlier self to later via memory. Where does the information ultimately come from? Ultimately, 
Lewis (1976, p. 149) says, there is no causal (or perhaps other) explanation:

That information was available in no other way. His earlier self knew how because his older self had 
been told and the information had been preserved by the causal processes that constitute telling. 
But where did the information come from in the first place? Why did the whole affair happen? 
There is simply no answer. The parts of the loop are explicable, the whole of it is not.

However, Lewis also says, trying to explain causal loops is no harder (or easier) than trying to explain in-
finite linear causal chains or finite chains that begin in some uncaused event. In effect, Lewis (1976) diagnoses 
a fallacy of composition in asking why an entire causal chain occurs: events can be explained but entire chains 
of events cannot. If asked to explain where an individual event came from, we can invoke an earlier cause (or 
causes); if asked where an entire causal chain came from, we may be baffled. Lewis (1976) offers a tu quoque 
on causal loops: any causal chain presents exactly the same difficulties in ultimate explanation (sub specie 
æternitatis), regardless of whether it be looped or linear. This bears on parahistory because a genuinely future- 
derived artefact is one whose invention and development were causally normal but began at external times 
later than the delivery of the artefact to the present day.

Backward time travel could occur without causal loops if any causal chains set in motion by travellers in the 
past are interrupted before they can have any impact on conditions at the travellers' time of departure.8 However, 
wholesale interruption of the myriad causal chains ramifying from human bodies would seemingly involve some-
thing like a cosmic conspiracy. Even preventing all causal transmission from a mundane event like a time traveller 
sneezing in the past would involve interruption of causal chains involving not only air molecules in the vicinity of 
the traveller's nose but innumerable other factors, including the position of the Earth and anything within its 
gravitational influence. However, where full causal quarantine seems well- nigh impossible in any physically 

 7Monton (2009) offers cases of loop- free backward time travel. While ingenious, Monton's loop- free cases must occur in physically idealised 
worlds, e.g. they have no gravity.

 8“The true theory of physics could be such that the world has lots of indeterministic events, which prevent any long causal chains from occurring”, 
(Monton, 2009, p. 66). However, this might undermine the causal continuity necessary for personal time and even external time.
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realistic world, information quarantine might be achievable, e.g. by keeping future specimens in sealed containers 
until a specified date.

Granting Lewis that causal loops are logically possible, future parahistorical artefacts pose problems with 
causal loops that can undermine claims that the artefacts are really future- derived after all. Information in causal 
loops is necessarily hard to date— that such information would seem causally anomalous, viewed against a back-
ground of information transmitted along linear causal chains, seems clear but its dating is less clear. Suppose one 
travels back to 1586 and presents the young Shakespeare with a 2022 printing of “his” Hamlet. (This text is a 
normal artefact for a 2022 traveller but a future parahistorical artefact for 1586- Shakespeare.) If Shakespeare 
copies the play and it is duly printed as history records, no inconsistency occurs. However, it's unclear a) who 
wrote Hamlet and b) when it came into existence. (The text of Hamlet still has a distinct first appearance in external 
time in this case but that is not the same thing as an unequivocal beginning of existence.) If a future artefact is one 
found at an earlier time but invented at a future time then our imaginary Hamlet's text fails to be a future artefact 
on two counts: firstly, it lacks a clear date of invention and secondly, it may not be invented at all. While there may 
be clear and verifiable dates for each step in the transport, copying and printing processes, there may yet be no 
clear date for Hamlet's composition because (a fortiori) there was no composition. This text of Hamlet is a pseudo- 
artefact— a work of art without an artificer.9

Only information is transmitted around Lewis's telephone loop: no physical object becomes numerically 
identical with its earlier self but nonetheless there is a closed loop of self- causing knowledge. By contrast, 
MacBeath (1982, p. 417) discusses “object loops”: self- intersecting journeys where physical bodies become nu-
merically identical with their own earlier selves and “whose paths in space- time are closed loops”. One and the 
same object could theoretically be an object loop but facilitate an information loop. (Just as either sort of causal 
loop might affect, and be affected by, normal, linear causal chains.) Harrison (1967, pp. 169– 170) offers an intrigu-
ing example, in which a time traveller presents his earlier self with a piece of paper bearing a diagram, the earlier 
self later using the diagram to make the traveller's self- meeting possible. The diagram is passed between stages 
of the same traveller and has no independent existence. The diagram's content helps form an information- loop 
(which itself facilitates the “wider” causal loop of the novel's main plot) but the paper on which the diagram is 
inscribed is itself an object loop.

Object loops present severe physical problems. How could Harrison's (1967) paper evolve back into precisely 
its earlier physical state? How could the effects of (e.g.) ageing, wear- and- tear, changing particle energy- levels and 
entropy all be undone? Then again, assuming the object- loop paper carries ‘age’ indicators, what exactly do those 
indicators record? Presumably not the paper's accumulated ageing since it was printed, since it was never printed, 
nor made from wood fibres. Object loops seem physically impossible in any world nomologically accessible from 
ours.

Lewis (1976) aims to defuse an objection often urged against causal loops, namely that they allow the creation of 
information ex nihilo. In a non- Lewisian spirit, David Deutsch has argued that only many- worlds versions of time travel 
are admissible, partly because travel within a single world (or causal chain) can yield causal loops and information ex 
nihilo.10 Deutsch invokes Karl Popper's principle that “Knowledge comes into existence only by evolutionary, rational 
processes” (see Nahin, 1999, p. 312) and elevates this into a supposedly law- like objection to causal loops. Deutsch 
explicitly compares qualifications of Popper's ‘evolutionary’ principle to Creationism. Deutsch's analogy between 

 9“But where did the information come from in the first place? Why did the whole affair happen? There is simply no answer. The parts of the loop are 
explicable, the whole of it is not”, (Lewis, 1976, p. 149). For aesthetic problems posed by causal- loop artworks, see the exchange McCall (2010), 
Bourne and Caddick Bourne (2016), McCall (2017) and Caddick Bourne and Bourne (2017), plus McAllister (2020).

 10“Time travel appears to allow knowledge to flow from the future to the past and back, in a self- consistent loop, without anyone or anything ever 
having to grapple with the corresponding problems. What is philosophically objectionable here is not that knowledge- bearing artifacts are carried 
into the past— it is the ‘free lunch’ element. The knowledge required to invent the artifacts must not be supplied by the artifacts themselves”, 
(Deutsch & Lockwood, 1994, p. 71).
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Creation and other acausalities may bear on parahistory. Evidential appeals to age indicators from object loops seem 
reminiscent of Gosse's (1857) attempt to reconcile the fossil record with Biblical literalism. Gosse argued that any 
created Earth that contained true archetypes for subsequent life would have to bear false traces of a non- existent 
past, e.g. growth- rings in Eden's trees, a navel for Adam, etc. Perhaps Gosse also inadvertently showed that hypothe-
ses can be logically irreproachable (or at least immunised against any contemporary observations) and yet be so em-
pirically uncompelling as effectively to rule themselves out of practical consideration. Object loops too may bear 
traces of “ghost” histories they never underwent.

However, while Gosse's hypothesis is an explanatory dead- end, it is not clear that Popper's principle is actually 
true (still less a law of nature), nor what modal force Popper's principle possesses even if it enshrines a true gen-
eralisation. Lewis's (1976) “tu quoque” therapy for causal- loop anxiety may help: evolutionary/causal explanations 
may suffice for information's transmission but no (causal or otherwise) explanation of information's ultimate origin 
(sub specie æternitatis) seems forthcoming. Nonetheless, even if one thinks Creation, causal loops or other acau-
salities will almost certainly yield only inferior (or even nonexistent) explanations, perhaps our preferred model of 
explanation should not banish them a priori.

It is not clear that object loops could occur in worlds governed by physical laws like the ones we think prevail (i.e. 
nomologically- accessible possible worlds), even if time travel can. However, even granting the further (very consider-
able) concession that object loops might be (meta- )physically possible, a specifically parahistorical problem arises: 
because object loops must somehow evolve back into their earlier selves, age- indicators for object loops need not 
(and perhaps cannot) be genuinely veridical. Object loops, even if nomologically possible, seem hard to assign age in-
dicators to in any reliable way.11 An object loop seems constrained to evolve back somewhere along its journey into a 
numerically earlier state. Such a reset would involve the apparent over- writing of all indicators of age the object 
bore.12 However, a further problem looms that might undermine the very status of object- loops as time travellers: if 
object loops lack age indicators (or have only unstable /unreliable ones), they risk losing continuous personal time. In 
which case, they do not time- travel at all. Acausalities, even causal loops, can arise without time travel, e.g. via Divine/
noumenal (or other extratemporal) agency, other forms of backwards causation or from instantaneous causation. 
Furthermore, as Harrison's (1967) paper suggests, object loops may appear artefactual without being artefacts, as 
they were never made, crafted, shaped or designed. Strictly, a parahistorical future artefact is manufactured at one 
time but delivered (and studied) at earlier external times. Such objects will be anomalously located in time but other-
wise conventional. Object loops may be causally anomalous but cannot be genuinely artefactual.

6 | CONCLUSIONS: POSSIBILITIES & FURTHER PITFALLS FOR PARAHISTORY

Other parahistorical experiments can be imagined, e.g. giving contemporary celebrity couples apparent evi-
dence of their future marriage break- ups. But such prophecies might be self- fulfilling without time travel. 
Marriages might disintegrate through mutual distrust induced by such ‘evidence’, regardless of whether or not 
it was veridical and future- derived. Compare another self- fulfilling prophecy: shouting “You're going to fall” at 
an obviously struggling and under- confident tightrope walker. If the predicted fall materialises, genuine proph-
ecy (still less backward- travelling information) is unlikely to be the best explanation of the prediction's success, 
any more than in a case where person A predicts person B's imminent demise before shooting (the unar-
moured) B six times at point- blank range. Successfully predicting future events is necessary but not sufficient 
for genuine prophecy— successful prophets must also be unable (or very unlikely to be able) to bring about the 
predicted event through causally normal means or to have predicted it through normal inductive means.13 The 

 11As a referee helpfully put it, object loops, even granting their nomological possibility, “destabilise the use of age indicators as evidence”.

 12See Hanley (2004, p. 133 ff.) on the “restoration problem” and other physical difficulties for object loops.

 13See the protagonist's almanac- derived prophecies of solar eclipse in Twain (1889, Ch. 6).
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same applies to successful prediction as parahistorical evidence: if successful prediction is to be evidence of 
time travel, the possibility that the prediction derived from other means must presumably have lower probabil-
ity than the time travel explanation. In any event, our concern is with future artefacts as parahistorical 
evidence.

Future- based studies need not be without resources though. Suppose a traveller returns from the future with 
a ten- line proof of Goldbach's Conjecture that proves correct— here, the information's reliability could be directly 
verified even if its provenance cannot. However, attempted proof- by- information is non- artefactual and involves 
no parahistorical objects. Likewise, offering sceptics direct verification via taking them to the future might be evi-
dentially compelling but involves no artefactual parahistory. (Direct observation of other times offers neither ar-
tefactual nor parahistorical evidence.) So overall the evidential value of future- derived parahistorical artefacts qua 
artefacts seems, like that of their past- derived cousins (cf. Richmond, 2010a, p. 373), negligible taken in isolation, 
i.e. if the claims they are meant to support are not bolstered by testimonial evidence and/or successful predictions, 
etc.14

Both past-  and future- artefact parahistory face problems in making time travel a preferable or more plausible 
explanation for any presented phenomena. Overall though, ‘future’ parahistorians face the worse plight. Four 
main problems loom: (1) At least period indicators of past- derived artefacts can be checked independently, i.e. 
from non- time- travel sources.15 However, any period- indicators borne by future artefacts cannot be calibrated 
without appeal to evidence which itself must derive from time travel. (2) Publicising future- derived objects risks 
information loops and thus undermining their status as future inventions. Self- causing information, even if deemed 
possible, is necessarily not invented. (3) The problematic evolving of object- loops back into themselves threatens 
to undermine any evidence they are genuine time travellers. It may even prevent them being genuine time travel-
lers by interrupting their personal time or even rendering any well- defined personal time for them impossible. (4) 
Such evolution also poses problems in classifying object loops as genuinely artefactual. Object- looped “artefacts” 
are (strictly) a contradiction in terms: they may resemble artefacts to any imaginable degree but yet remain sup-
posedly “manufactured” things that no one ever makes. So overall prospects for future- based artefactual parahis-
tory look bleak.
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